


The XD® Sub-Compact has been modernized 
with an astounding 13+1 - 9mm capacity, 
fiber optic front sight, and a unique set of 
GripZone™ features, all packed into a slim 1.2” 
frame.

Feel the diFFerence
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3” Sub-compact

* HiGH-CapaCiTy maGaZineS may noT be available in Some STaTeS.

CALIBER: 9x19MM .40 Cal
CAPACITY: 13+1Rds 9+1Rds

 16+1Rds W/ x-TEnsIon™ 12+1Rds W/ x-TEnsIon™
GRIP WIdTH: 1.20”
WEIGHT: 26oz W/EMPTY MAG

 27oz W/ x-TEnsIon™
LEnGTH: 6.25”
HEIGHT: 4.75” 
 5.5” W/ x-TEnsIon™
BARREL: 3” sTEEL, MELonITE®, HAMMER FoRGEd

SliDe: FoRGEd sTEEL

frame: PoLYMER

sIGHTs: FIBER oPTIC FRonT & LoW PRoFILE CoMBAT REAR

MAGAzInEs: 1 sTAInLEss sTEEL FLusH FITTInG &
 1 FuLL-sIzE W/ xd GEAR® MAG x-TEnsIon™
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Feel the diFFerence

With a history of innovation and shooter 
-centric XD® design, Springfield armory® 

has left an indelible mark on the world of polymer framed handguns. in the 
course of a little more than a decade, the first name in american firearms 
has proven without a doubt that the shooting experience can be continually 
improved.

Having achieved so much, some might be content to sit back and enjoy the 
fruits of their labor. but at Springfield armory®, our ethos is one of a tireless, 
dogged pursuit of betterment. That’s why we are proud to introduce the XD® 
mod.2™.

mod.2™ is the refinement of a classic, a distillation of greatness. Those things 
that made the XD® what it is remain and are amplified, revised or improved 
in order to bring you the next step in the evolution of the polymer framed 
pistol.

in mod.2™, shooters will find that critical aspects of the design have been 
fine-tuned. mod.2™ ergonomics are a next-level experience that you have to 
feel to believe and understand. The entire interface between the shooter and 
the gun has been updated, while retaining the point & Shoot characteristics 
that made it famous. Key features have been tweaked and enhanced to 
further enable effortless shooting. and you’ll find that the overall package is 
now more concealable as well.

So whether you’re a long-time XD® aficionado or you’re in the market for  
your first handgun, you’re going to want to get your hands on an XD® 
mod.2™.  Come see what happens when you start with a proven design and 
ask the industry’s best and brightest to make it even better. 

The XD® mod.2™ from Springfield armory®. Feeling is believing.

mod.2™

a whole new Feeling
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every time you pick 
up an XD® mod.2™ 

pistol, you’ll enter the GripZone™. and while you’re there, your shooting 
experience will change in ways you might not notice. industry leading 
ergonomics are like that. a tool should be so easy to use that you don’t 
even think about it until you set it down with the dawning realization that 
you didn’t have to work against it.

but what is the GripZone™? Simply put, it’s every surface on the frame 
that makes contact with your hand. The GripZone™ has been carefully, 
intentionally designed to combine multiple principles of biomechanics in 
order to enhance your shooting experience.

first, the circumference of the frame has been reduced to augment the 
shooter’s grip. The grip has been completely re-contoured to better fit the 
hand. Grasp performance is enhanced because the hand has to stretch less 
in order to maintain control of the pistol. This new, optimally shaped and 
sized radius is small enough to maximize your ability to hold the gun with 
minimal effort. at the same time, it’s large enough and shaped such that 
your hand will feel naturally positioned, allowing you to maintain a point 
and shoot experience.

a fundamental of good shooting is consistency, and it’s hard to be 
consistent when your grip changes from shot to shot. Thus, the second 
element of the GripZone™ is that it targets three distinct areas of contact for 

increased friction. on the frame of the pistol you will find three specifically 
molded textures, each placed exactly where your hand needs it the most 
in order to keep the pistol from shifting. Zones 1 and 2 have textures that 
are nearly indistinguishable to the naked eye, yet are different enough that 
they are placed to have specific effects. Zone 1 is a crucial contact point 
between the frame and the second joint of the fingers. Zone 2 is an area of 
secondary contact. These two Zones were identified by our engineers as 
the parts of the hand/pistol boundary where added slip-resistance would 
be the most beneficial. Zone 3 covers the rest of the frame, and you will find 
that it is textured to supplement the positive purchase created by the first 
two Zones.

The GripZone™ has improved grasp performance and stickier grip 
characteristics so that your hand will be less prone to torque, wrench and 
lever the pistol as you aim. The pistol will naturally tend to stay in position 
due to the increased traction of the innovative textures. additionally, you’ll 
be applying less force to the frame. This is ergonomic science applied where 
it matters most – to the interface of the shooter and the firearm.

learning, adapting, and improving are all wonderful outcomes of 
experience. and our particular experience in the field of ergonomics means 
that you get to enjoy shooting more. We hope you’re as happy with the 
results of applied science as we are.

Welcome to the GripZone™.

gripZone™
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Frame FeatureS worKing in uniSon  to optimiZe
interaction between the human hand and piStol.
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pleaSe ConTaCT THe DeparTmenT of juSTiCe in your area reGarDinG SpeCifiC reSTriCTionS in your STaTe. SpeCifiCaTionS anD priCeS are SubjeCT To CHanGe WiTHouT noTiCe. proDuCTS may vary from THoSe DepiCTeD in pHoToS. SprinGfielD armory® reServeS THe 
riGHT To enD promoTional proGramS aT any Time WiTHouT noTiCe. Some iTemS SHoWn WiTH opTional aCCeSSorieS. ©2014 SprinGfielD armory®. no parT of THiS CaTaloG may be reproDuCeD WiTHouT THe WriTTen ConSenT of SprinGfielD armory®.
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